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The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) is a new $2.9 billion research facility proposed for construction on the U.S. Department of Energy reservation near Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Its 330-MW heavy water reactor will be used to provide steady-state beams of neutrons for experiments by more than 1000 researchers per year in the fields of materials science and engineering, biology, chemistry, and materials analysis. The facility will also provide irradiation capabilities for the production of radioisotopes for medical applications, research, industry, and materials testing.

The documentation needed to support the design, construction, and operation of ANS is expected to be similar to that needed for a nuclear power plant. If current practices are continued, this will result in the generation and management of more than 100 million pages of paper during the 10-year design and construction phase of the project. Storage of this information as paper would require constructing a building, in addition to the labor costs associated with handling paper. Thus, there is a great incentive to handle information electronically.

This paper describes the project information network (PIN) that will connect the industry team (architect/engineer, reactor manufacturer, construction manager and other subcontractors) and other project participants so that data can be shared and integrated. This network will be a key element in creating the tens of thousands of construction drawings, specifications, instructions, procedures, and other documents needed to support design, construction, and startup.

This design, construction, and startup effort will include operations and maintenance personnel and will generate all operations and maintenance procedures, training materials, instructions, manuals, and other materials needed for operations at startup. Therefore, by storing the data in electronic forms that are readily usable by operations, maintenance, and facility business computing system applications, the PIN will greatly simplify the traditionally expensive turnover activity of preparing data for operational use.
Thus the main purposes of the PIN are the following:

1. to support efficient production, generation, review, and approval of design and construction data by the project team; and
2. to automate the turnover of this information to operations and maintenance personnel who will operate the plant.

The purpose of this PIN is not to replace the human functions of analyzing, calculating, or otherwise manipulating data to produce technical output. The PIN is only to provide ready access to data, software, and other tools needed by users to perform these functions.

Research performed for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI 1987) and recent experience in using three-dimensional computer models and other computer-aided engineering techniques (Brake 1990; Warren 1994) show potential savings of tens of millions of dollars. Analyses performed for ANS indicate that a $5 million investment in the PIN could produce a $60 million return.

The PIN architecture includes software applications and services that users access via a graphical user interface. They use these services to create and process documents, calculations, data, and other working files. When ready, these working files are officially transmitted to the project via an electronic transmittal function that is incorporated into appropriate network systems. The transmittal function collects all data pertinent to the document and/or information and inputs it to appropriate databases so that it can be tracked, and inputs requested user actions to the network action commitment tracking system. The action commitment tracking system tracks all user commitments and displays them on a window included in the graphical user interface.

A document management system, master equipment data base, and other appropriate systems will also be provided to manage the transmitted files.

